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We examine, both experimentally and theoretically, an interaction of tightly focused polarized light with a
slit on a metal surface supporting plasmon-polariton modes. Remarkably, this simple system can be highly
sensitive to the polarization of the incident light and offers a perfect quantum weak measurement tool with a
built-in postselection in the plasmon-polariton mode. We observe the plasmonic spin Hall effect in both
coordinate and momentum spaces which is interpreted as weak measurements of the helicity of light with
real and imaginary weak values determined by the input polarization. Our experiment combines the
advantages of (i) quantum weak measurements, (ii) near-field plasmonic systems, and (iii) high-numerical
aperture microscopy in employing the spin-orbit interaction of light and probing light chirality.
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Introduction.—Polarization-dependent transverse shifts
of spatially confined optical beams, also known as the spin
Hall effect of light (SHEL), has become a topic of intensive
research since the pioneering studies by Fedorov and
Imbert [1,2] and other important early works [3–5]. The
SHEL manifests itself in opposite out-of-plane displace-
ments of the trajectories of right- and left-hand circularly
polarized beams reflected or refracted by a plane interface.
Fundamentally, this subwavelength phenomenon stems
from a spin-orbit interaction (SOI) of light, i.e., a weak
coupling of photon spin (helicity or chirality) and the
trajectory of light propagation [6–8]. During the past
few years, interest in spin-dependent transverse shifts
has grown intensively [8–13] (for a review, see [14]),
motivated by the rapid development of spintronics and
nano-optics. After 50 years of highly controversial studies,
an accurate theoretical description of the SHEL at a plane
dielectric interface was formulated [9,10] and completely
verified in a remarkable experiment by Hosten and Kwiat
[11] (see also [12–14]).
Importantly, the experiments of [11,13] achieved incred-
ible angstrom accuracy in the determination of the SHEL
shift owing to the method of quantum weak measurements
[15–17] (for reviews, see [18]). It was shown that purely
classical interaction of a transversely confined polarized
optical beam with a plane interface can be interpreted as a
quantum weak measurement of the photon spin (helicity)
by the transverse profile of the beam, which is described by
the optical SOI Hamiltonian. Owing to this, employing
almost orthogonal polarizers before and after the interface
(i.e., preselection and postselection of the spin states), one
can enormously magnify the observed beam shift from the
subwavelength to beamwidth scale. This measured shift
represents the actual SHEL shift multiplied by the weak
value of photon helicity which can take large complex
values. In this manner, real weak values correspond to
spatial displacements of the beam, whereas imaginary
weak values correspond to angular deflections of the
beam (i.e., shifts in the momentum space) [10–14]. So
far, weak measurement SHEL experiments used only
imaginary weak values and angular shifts because they
result in much higher beam shifts in the far field.
Alongside classical-optics far-field systems, the subwa-
velength nature of the SHEL makes it highly relevant and
attractive for near-field optics [19], high-numerical-aperture
(NA) microscopy [20], and, particularly, plasmonics
[21,22]. In these areas, the optical SOIs dramatically modify
distributions of near fields and offer promising applications.
In the present Letter, we combine the fundamental advan-
tages of (i) quantum weak measurements, (ii) a near-field
plasmonic system, and (iii) high-NA microscopy. We show
that coupling of a tightly focused optical beam to surface
plasmon polaritons (SPPs) offers a natural weak measure-
ment tool with a built-in postselection provided by the fixed
linear polarization of the SPP mode [23]. We use slightly
tilted linear and slightly elliptical input polarizations of
light which provide both imaginary and real weak values
of spin and measure both spatial and angular transverse
shifts in the SPP beam launched by a single slit. These
measurements are performed on a leakage radiation micro-
scope [24] which allows visualization of a plasmonic beam
in real and momentum (Fourier) spaces.
Experiment and weak measurement model.—The experi-
mental setup is schematically shown in Fig. 1. We used a
sample that consisted of a glass wafer, coated with a thin
layer of gold (the thickness is about 70 nm). A straight
100 nm-wide slit was milled in the metal using a focused
ion beam. The slit was illuminated by a focused laser beam
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(785 nm) prepared using objectives with the numerical
apertures NA ¼ 0:45 and NA ¼ 0:6. Upon interaction
with the slit, the incident optical beam is partially scattered
into two SPP beams propagating along the gold layer
orthogonally to the slit (Fig. 1). The SPP beams were
observed using a leakage signal collected via an immersion
objective attached to the back side of the sample. More
detailed description of the standard leakage radiation
microscope setup can be found elsewhere [24]. Note that
the incident beam was focused to a plane behind the gold
layer, so that the actual focal spot occurs in the secondary,
SPP beams (see Fig. 2). Using a polarizer with rotating
quarter-wave and half-wave plates at the input of the
system, we were able to produce an arbitrary polarization
state of the incident light (Fig. 1).
Remarkably, we observed extraordinary asymmetric
deformations in the SPP beams when the input polariza-
tion of light was just slightly off from being parallel to
the slit, as shown in Fig. 2. For instance, a tiny rotation of
the quarter-wave plate (producing a slightly elliptical
polarization) caused a strong angular deviation of the
beams, whereas a tiny rotation of the half-wave plate
(slightly tilted linear polarization) resulted in a well
pronounced spatial displacement of the focal spot.
These anomalous SPP beam shifts represent a plasmonic
SHEL and can be associated with ‘‘quantum weak mea-
surements’’ [15–18] of the incident light helicity via
spin-orbit coupling induced by the light-to-SPP trans-
formation at the slit. First, we interpret the results within
a simple ‘‘quantum weak measurements’’ model of the
SOI of light, and afterwards will give a complete wave
description of the problem.
Let the incident light propagate along the z axis (z ¼ 0
represents the gold surface), and the slit be parallel to the
y axis, whereas the SPP beams propagate in the x direc-
tions (from now on we consider only theþx beam), Fig. 1.
According to the ‘‘weak measurements’’ formalism, the
external transverse spatial profile of the beam,ðyÞ, and its
internal polarization state, ji, represent a ‘‘classical mea-
suring subsystem’’ and a ‘‘quantum measured subsystem,’’
respectively [16]. For simplicity, let the y distribution of
the incident light be Gaussian in the focal plane:
in / exp½y2=w20; (1)
where w0  ðkNAÞ1 is the beam waist and k is the wave
number of light. At the same time, using the basis of linear
polarizations jXi and jYi along the corresponding axes, and
the spin basis of right- and left-hand circular polarizations,
jRi and jLi, the preselected input polarization of light is
chosen to be almost y linear:
jini ’ jYi  "jXi ¼ ði "ÞjRi þ ði "ÞjLiffiffiffi
2
p : (2)
Here " (j"j  1) is a complex number, with real and
imaginary " corresponding to the slightly tilted linear
and slightly elliptical polarizations, respectively (see
Fig. 2). In the spin basis, states jRi ¼ ð1; 0ÞT and jLi ¼
ð0; 1ÞT are the eigenvectors of the photon helicity operator
^3 ¼ diagð1;1Þ [14].
Interaction of light with the slit and transformation to
SPPs is similar to the beam refraction at a plane interface,
and the geometric-phase difference between the constitu-
ent plane-wave components produce the SOI of light
[11,14,25]. One can show [21] that the geometric-phase
factor for the generated SPP waves with different k vectors
is expði^3ky=kÞ for ky  k (cf. [11,14]), which implies the
dimensionless SOI Hamiltonian
H^ SOI ’ - ^3ky; (3)
where - ¼ k1 is the SHEL shift playing the role of the
coupling constant [11]. Employing the weak measurement
interpretation [11,16], the transverse profile of the beam,
Gaussian-distributed in y and ky, ‘‘weakly measures’’ its
helicity ^3 multiplied by the SHEL constant 
- at the
moment of interaction with the interface (slit).
Since the y component of the incident electric wave field
cannot interact with plasmons via the slit, this naturally
defines the postselected polarization state to be perpen-
dicular to the slit:
jouti ¼ jXi ¼ jLi þ jRiffiffiffi
2
p : (4)
In fact, this jXi state in the local coordinate frame attached
to the direction of propagation of the beam corresponds
to the z component of the SPP beam propagating along the
x axis.
In terms of weak measurements, the input and output
polarization states (2) and (4) determine the weak valuew
of the photon helicity [11,15–18]:
paraxial light
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yz
FIG. 1 (color online). Conceptual scheme of the experimental
setup. The objective is used to focus the incident light with
preselected polarization on a thin layer of gold with a straight slit
along the y axis. The slit generates SPP beams propagating in the
x directions, and the leakage SPP signal is collected by an
immersion objective.
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w ¼ houtj^3jinihoutjini ¼
i
"
: (5)
Remarkably, this weak value is complex and large, jwj1,
although the photon helicity eigenvalues are  ¼ 1. It is
seen from Eq. (5) that elliptical and linear tilted preselected
polarizations yield real and imaginary w, respectively.
Weak measurement of helicity, Eq. (5), results in the trans-
verse shift of the ‘‘measuring subsystem,’’ i.e., of the trans-
verse beam profile [16]:
out / exp½ðyÞ2=w20;  ’ -w: (6)
Thus, the output SPP beam undergoes a complex transverse
shift (6) equal to the SHEL shift - multiplied by the helicity
weak value (5). In this manner, real and imaginary parts of
w produce a coordinate shift (displacement) and momen-
tum shift (deflection) of the beam profile [10–14,17]:
hyi ¼ Re; hkyi ¼ 2w20 Im: (7)
Note that the weak measurement approximation fails in the
vicinity of " ¼ 0 and is applicable at -=w0  " 1 [16].
Compare now the above weak measurement model,
based on the SOI of light, with the experimental plasmonic
results presented in Fig. 2. Both coordinate and momentum
shifts are clearly visible in the SPP fields in real [(a),(b)]
and Fourier [(c),(d)] spaces for two types of the preselected
polarization. However, the observed coordinate and
momentum shifts of the SPP beams turn out to be swapped
as compared to the model (6)–(8): Real " (tilted linear
polarization) causes coordinate shift hyi  0, whereas
imaginary " (elliptical polarization) induces momentum
shift hkyi  0. As we show below, the accurate description
of the light-SPP coupling appends an additional =2 phase
factor that interchanges coordinate and momentum shifts
with respect to the real or imaginary nature of ". These
swapped relations with respect to usual SHEL shifts have
to be understood as an inherent feature of the plasmonic
SHEL.
Complete wave theory.—The detailed wave picture of
light evolution in the system can be divided into three
stages: (i) focusing of the initial paraxial polarized field
by a high-NA objective; (ii) interaction of the focused field
with the slit; and (iii) generation and propagation of the
SPP beams.
First, approximating the incident light by a single plane
wave with the complex electric-field amplitude E0 /
ð"; 1; 0ÞT (in the Cartesian basis), the high-NA focusing
is described by the Debye-Wolf approach [20,26]. It
implies that the transverse electric field of the wave is
parallel-transported along each geometrical-optics ray, re-
fracted by the lens, without a change of the polarization
state in the local coordinates. Marking the rays by spherical
angles (, ) indicating the direction of the wave vectors
k ¼ kðcos; sin cos; sin sinÞ, the plane-wave spec-
trum of the focused field, ~ElensðkÞ  ~Elensð;Þ, is given
by geometric rotational transformation [20]:
~E lensð;Þ /
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
cos
p
T^lensð;ÞE0: (8)
Here T^lens ¼ R^zðÞR^yðÞR^zðÞ, with R^aðÞ denoting
the SO(3) matrix operator of rotation about the a axis by
the angle , and
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
cos
p
is the apodization factor which
provides conservation of the energy flow [26]. The real-
space focused field is given by the Fourier-type integral
over all plane waves ~ElensðkÞ, but the coupling with the
SPPs is described in the momentum representation, and we
perform this integration afterwards.
Second, the focused field (8) interacts with the slit. In
doing so, only x and z components of the field can excite
SPPs, whereas the y component, parallel to the slit, does
not take part in the interaction. In other words, the slit acts
as a polarizer which cuts out the y component of the field.
This is described by the projection of the field ~Elens onto
the (x, z) plane:
~E slit ¼ P^y ~Elens; (9)
where P^y ¼ diagð1; 0; 1Þ is the projection operator.
Finally, the field ~Eslit can be considered as the source for
the SPPs. An excited SPP field can be decomposed into
plane waves ~Ep which are characterized by the real wave
vectors kp ¼ ðkpx ; kpy ; 0Þ (dissipation is neglected here-
after), exponential decay away from the metal surface,
expðzÞ at z < 0, and the complex electric-field amplitudes
~Ep ¼ ~Ep?ez þ ~Epkkp=kp. From Maxwell equations it
follows that the longitudinal and transverse field compo-
nents are related as ~Epk ¼ i~Ep?,  ¼ =kp [27].
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FIG. 2 (color online). Typical SPP field distributions in real
and Fourier spaces (see also [29]). The mean momenta hkyi and
transverse coordinates hyi of the beams are schematically
indicated by orange (dark gray) and green (light gray) arrows,
respectively, whereas preselected polarizations of the incident
light are shown in cyan (medium gray). In the case of elliptical
polarization (imaginary "), panels (a) and (c), the SPP beams
demonstrate angular SHEL deviation which is seen as the
momentum shift in the Fourier space. For tilted linear polariza-
tion (real "), panels (b) and (d), the SPP beams exhibit a
coordinate SHEL shift which is seen only in real space.
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Excitation of the SPPs by focused light via the slit is
determined by (i) the phase matching condition that pro-
vides transformation of the wave momenta k! kp and
(ii) the coupling efficiency, 	, which we model by the inner
product of the electric-field amplitudes of the incident light
and SPPs: 	 / ~Ep 	 ~Eslit [28]. Since the system is homoge-
neous in the y direction, the corresponding momentum
component must be conserved. Taking into account that
the SPP wave number kp > k is fixed (which determines
the SPP circle in the Fourier space, Fig. 2), the phase
matching condition can be written as
kpy ¼ ky; kpx ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
k2p  k2y
q
; (10)
where ky ¼ k sin sin. From here and the equations
above, the SPP plane-wave amplitude is
~E p /

i
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1

ky
kp

2
s
;i ky
kp
; 1

T
: (11)
Taking into account the coupling efficiency 	, the resulting
SPP field in the momentum and coordinate representations
reads
~E p / ð~Ep 	 ~EslitÞ~Ep;
Ep /
Z 2
0
Z c
0
~Epe
ikp	r sindd:
(12)
Here the second Eq. (12) is the Fourier (Debye) integral
over all incoming plane waves, c ¼ sin1ðNAÞ is the
aperture angle of the focusing objective, and we consider
only the (x, y) distribution of the SPP field, omitting the
common z dependence.
Equations (8)–(12) completely describe our system start-
ing from the incident paraxial fieldE0 andyielding the output
SPP field distributionEp on the gold layer. We have verified
numerically that these equations yield SPP distributions
and shifts corresponding to experimental Fig. 2 [29].
In fact, for our experiment one can use the first post-
paraxial approximation, sin ’  and cos ’ 1, which
significantly simplifies equations and allows analytical
solution. Keeping only terms linear in  and ", but neglect-
ing "-order terms, Eqs. (8)–(12) yield
~E slit/

";0;ky
k

T
; ~Ep/

i;iky
kp
;1

T
; (13)
where ky=k ’  sin. This results in the following cou-
pling coefficient and the SPP field:
	’i"ky
k
; ~Ep/

i"ky
k

ði;0;1ÞT: (14)
It is seen from here that the imaginary longitudinal SPP
field plays a crucial role in the light-SPP coupling process.
Indeed, the weak component of the input polarization, ", is
multiplied by i ¼ i=kp because of the coupling
between the x components of light and SPP fields.
Therefore, the imaginary transverse wave number of SPPs,
kpz ¼ i, effectively swaps the real and imaginary parts
of " in the coupling process. Hence, in order to make the
weak measurement formalism (1)–(7) consistent with our
plasmonic system, one has to substitute "! i" or
H^SOI ! i1H^SOI in Eqs. (3)–(7). With this modification,
the weak measurement model and the experimental results
of Fig. 2 become in agreement with each other.
To compare experiment and theory quantitatively, we
calculate the SPP beam centroids in the coordinate
and momentum spaces. Taking into account that the
position operator is y^ ¼ i@=@ky in the momentum repre-
sentation, we define hyi ¼ h~Epjy^j~Epi=h~Epj~Epi and hkyi¼
h~Epjkyj~Epi=h~Epj~Epi, where the inner product implies
the scalar product of the complex vector amplitudes and
the integration in the momentum space: h~Epj~Epi /R
2
0
Rc
0 ð~Ep 	 ~EpÞdd. Performing these calculations
with the SPP Fourier spectrum (14), we finally arrive at
hyi ¼ 1
kc
2cRe"
22j"j2 þ 2c=2
;
hkyi ¼ kc cIm"
22j"j2 þ 2c=2
: (15)
We emphasize that Eqs. (15) are valid in the whole range of
values of ". In the weak measurement range -=w0  "
1, they are precisely equivalent to Eqs. (7) with the modi-
fication "! i", i.e., ! i1 ¼ ðk"Þ1, and
w0 ¼ 2ðkcÞ1. Comparisons of the experimentally mea-
sured coordinate and momentum transverse shifts (as
dependent on the complex polarization parameter ") with
the theoretical results (15) are shown in Fig. 3. Moreover, we
performed finite difference time domain (FDTD) simula-
tions for two input polarizations, and the resulting shifts are
also presented in Fig. 3. Evidently, the experiment, wave
theory, weak measurement interpretation, and FDTD simu-
lations are all in perfect agreement [29].
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FIG. 3 (color online). Theoretically calculated (Eqs. (15) with
 ¼ 1 [28]) and experimentally measured SHEL shifts of the SPP
beams versus complex preselection parameter " (see also [29]).
(a) Imaginary " generating the momentum shift hkyi. (b) Real "
producing the coordinate shift hyi. For experimental convenience,
the real-space shifts were measured withNA ¼ 0:45 and Fourier-
space shifts with NA ¼ 0:6.
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Conclusion.—We have observed and examined in detail
an extraordinary plasmonic SHEL appearing in the interac-
tion of focused light with a straight slit on the metal surface.
Remarkably, this simple system offers a perfect weak
measurement tool where fixed polarization of SPPs provides
a built-in postselection. Tiny variations of the input polar-
ization of light bring about huge SHEL shifts of the SPP
beams in coordinate and momentum spaces, which corre-
spond to the imaginary and real parts of the weak value of
the helicity of light. The presented results demonstrate the
unique ability of surface waves to perform as a postselecting
measuring device which might be potentially useful for
various sensing applications involving the chirality of light.
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